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(Asia)

Chris and T 

(Fabolous) 

Asia Cruise what it do baby? 

I remember when just seeing you 
Would have me tremblin 
Never knew my gizmo 
would turned into a grimalin 
I should have "Let You Go" 
Like Keyshia Cole and Lil Kim 
But then, i thought we worked it out 
Somehow we back in the gym again 
I used to buy you nice shoes 
Keep you lookin feminine 
Now a days i just want to give yo 
Ass the Timberland (Timberland?) 
Yea da boot, i mean yea ya cute 
But i drop them fast like a diver with no 
Parachute Baby 

(Asia: Verse 1) 
You and I, toe to toe, eye to eye go figure 
Finding out our loves a lie 
How could you point the finger? 
You tellin me to calm down my emotions are in it 
(and I) 
am so offended cause you played me for the fool 

Thick and thin, rain or shine 
I had your best intrest 
Even in the hard times we had hugs and kisses 
Now somewhere along the lines you started acting
diffrent 
I never seen it comin now how could i predict it? 

(Hook) 
I couldnt change it cause i didnt notice 
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couldnt make it better if you didnt show it 
you used to talk to me but now you just ingnore it 
ignoring is not the thing to do so 

(Chorus)
lets rewind 
take me back to the exact point where i went wrong 
lets rewind 
what did i do that was so bad to make you move on 
lets rewind 
take me back to the exact point where i went wrong 
lets rewind, 
rewind 
lets put all of this behind and just rewind 

(Asia: Verse 2) 
packing up and moving out it hurts for me to see it 
Instead of shaping up your shipping 
I should have knewn it 
I thought that we had history 
Damn i feel so stupid 
what am i to do with all the pain i feel inside? 
back and forth im asking why the relationship has
ended 
(please dont walk away) cause im not finished 
im looking for some answers 
how could you reach the limit? 
I never seen it coming now how could i predict it? 

(Hook) 
I couldnt change it cause i didnt notice 
couldnt make it better if you didnt show it 
you used to talk to me but now you just ingnore it 
ignoring is not the thing to do so 

(Chorus)
lets rewind 
take me back to the exact point where i went wrong 
lets rewind 
what did i do that was so bad to make you move on 
lets rewind 
take me back to the exact point where i went wrong 
lets rewind, 
rewind 
lets put all of this behind and just rewind 

(Asia: Bridge) 
Wait aminute 
Lets press pause for a second 
why you actin so reckless, disrespectin? 
Oh Your acting like i expected for us to fall out of love 



(fall our of love) 
no relationship skips 
lets go back to the begining 
3 minutes up now were closer to the ending 
lets put this in reverse 
gotta make it work 
lets put the past behind 
its time to press rewind 

(Fabolous) 
I said wait up wait up 
bring it back come rewind 
lets just take it to the time 
i think it was summertime 
when i walked up from behind 
and then here comes the line: 
"What's your name? What's your sign?" 
and you got your giggle on 
you said: "Boy you need to stop. You got that from a
Biggie Song!" 
So i always loved Big Poppa he aint steer a nigga
wrong. 
Shorty what the biz 
baby what it does 
i can see what it is 
i just want what it was 

(Chorus) 
lets rewind 
take me back to the exact point where i went wrong 
lets rewind 
what did i do that was so bad to make you move on 
lets rewind 
take me back to the exact point where i went wrong 
lets rewind, 
rewind 
lets put all of this behind and just rewind 

mmm mmm mmm ohhh ahh ahh rewind
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